Due to their fast and flexible deployment, drones can support terrestrial networks for rapid information dissemination by broadcasting emergency messages to ground devices in public safety scenarios (e.g., bushfire and flood). In this paper, we consider a drone-initiated device-to-device-aided (D2D-aided) multihop multicast network where a drone is deployed to broadcast an emergency alert message to all terrestrial D2D users at the first time slot. After that, the D2D users that have successfully received the message become the active transmitters and multicast the message through multihop for the next time slots. Using stochastic geometry, we propose a general analytical framework to compute the link coverage probability, the mean local delay for a D2D user and the network coverage probability. The Monte Carlo simulation results confirm the accuracy of the proposed framework. Our results reveal the impacts of the different system parameters (i.e., height and transmit power of the drone and density and sensitivity radius of the D2D users) on the link performance and the network performance. It is found that a higher drone altitude provides better link and network coverage probabilities and lower mean local delay. The results show that under practical setups, the cell edge user located 2 km from the ground projection of the drone has a link coverage probability around 90% after 5 time slots and a mean local delay of 2.32 time slots with a drone height as low as 200 m.
I. INTRODUCTION
Drones have high mobility and can be easily and flexibly deployed and rapidly and dynamically reconfigured to provide on-demand wireless communication to terrestrial users. They avoid the need for highly constrained and expensive infrastructures as terrestrial base stations do. Due to the unique features of drones, a number of prospective use cases for the deployment of drones in wireless communication systems have been identified in [1] - [3] . These include important use cases for emergency scenarios, such as providing robust service between first responders and victims for search and rescue operations.
to assist terrestrial networks for rapid spread of emergency information. Furthermore, device-to-device (D2D) communications is an effective technique for network coverage improvement in terrestrial communication systems by enabling direct communications between nearby mobile terminals [4] . Therefore, efficient and rapid emergency information dissemination can be achieved in public safety scenarios by exploiting both D2D communications and drone mobility. The investigation of drone-initiated D2D-aided multihop multicast networks for the rapid spread of emergency alert messages in public safety scenarios is a timely and important open problem in the literature which is addressed in this work.
A. RELATED WORK
The literature review covers four aspects related to this work: (i) use of drones for information dissemination, (ii) use of drones for coverage in wireless networks, (iii) analysis of drone communication networks using stochastic geometry and (iv) multicast transmission without assistance from drone. Generally, the papers in the first two categories use optimization techniques and have a different focus from our work. The aerial channel model adopted in this work is similar to those adopted by papers in the third category. The last category, which includes related work on D2D using stochastic geometry, is most relevant to this paper.
1) DRONE-ASSISTED NETWORK
Recently, the use of drones for information dissemination has drawn attention in the literature [5] - [9] . For instance, in [5] , the authors presented an idea to use D2D communications to help a drone to achieve efficient information dissemination to a large number of ground nodes. An energy efficient data dissemination approach based on the fire fly optimization algorithm was proposed in [6] for wireless sensor networks by the use of multiple drones. Optimal transmission strategy for data dissemination was investigated in [7] to maximize the network throughput of a cooperative drone assisted vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) while guarantee the delay constraint. In [8] , the authors studied the data dissemination problem in VANETs with assistance of drones as relay nodes. The recursive least squares algorithm and the maximum vehicle coverage algorithm were proposed to maximize the system throughput and minimize the transmission delay. An analytical model for finding the optimal height and antenna beamwidth of a drone was provided in [9] to maximize the throughput in downlink multicasting, downlink broadcasting and uplink multiple access cases.
Different from information dissemination, many papers have investigated the use of drones to provide downlink coverage in wireless networks. To maximize the minimum rate of ground users served by drone, [10] investigated the joint user scheduling and drone trajectory optimization and a model with drone employing non-orthogonal multiple access was studied in [11] . The optimal placement of a drone was found in [12] to maximize the number of covered users by the aerial base station. A mobility control algorithm was proposed in [13] for multiple mobile drones to serve moving ground devices. Some papers evaluated the drone communication networks using stochastic geometry. Specifically, the performance of cluster based drones to provide coverage after disaster was studied in [14] . In [15] , the authors studied the coverage and rate of ground users served by a single static drone and a single mobile drone with underlay D2D users. The work in [16] provided the downlink performance analysis for a finite network formed by multiple drones, while [17] studied the downlink coverage probability of multiple directional beamforming drones. The coverage performance of drone wireless networks by considering three path-loss models with different line-of-sight (LOS) probability functions was investigated in [18] . In [19] , the authors analyzed the downlink coverage probability of multiple drones in an urban environment. The coverage and rate in a Poisson field of drone base stations was studied in [20] . Other works have also looked at drone used as relay and its location optimization problems [21] - [23] .
2) MULTICAST NETWORK
There are also some previous works on multicast transmission without assistance from drone [24] - [29] . For example, the time and the average energy consumption of serving a content request via D2D unicast and multicast content delivery were investigated in [24] . In [25] , the joint optimization of power control and channel allocations was studied to maximize the aggregate rate of a cellular network with unicast cellular users and underlay multicast D2D users. In [26] , the authors analyzed the coverage probability, the mean number of covered receivers (RXs) and the throughput of a multicast D2D network with and without the help from overlay cellular networks using stochastic geometry and explored how to improve the network performance by optimizing the multicast rate and the number of retransmission times. Note that the formulation in [26] cannot be directly applied to our scenario because it studied the spatially averaged performance and did not account for how the performance is evolving with different time slots through multihop. The capacity gains from two-hop cooperative multicasting was first analyzed in [27] for ad hoc networks. The paper proposed a new metric, network scaling exponent, to measure the rate of decrease of outage probability with network size. The average multicast rate and the outage rate of small-scale twohop D2D multicast networks were studied in [28] . In [29] , the authors investigated the multicast transmission capacity of single-hop and multihop multicast ad hoc networks. However, the multihop scheme considered in [29] is different from the one in this paper. For the multihop scheme in [29] , each multicast cluster was considered to tessellate into smaller multicast regions of equal area. A packet was assumed to deliver slot by slot from one region to the next until all the tessellated regions have been visited by the packet.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
In this work, we explore the use of a drone for emergency information dissemination in a public safety scenario.
We consider a drone-initiated D2D-aided multihop multicast network where a drone is deployed to broadcast an emergency alert message to all terrestrial D2D users at the first time slot. After that, the D2D users that have successfully received the message become the active transmitters (TXs) for the next time slots to multicast the emergency alert message through multihop. The main contributions and findings of this paper are summarized as follows:
• Using stochastic geometry, we develop a general analytical framework to compute the link coverage probability, the mean local delay for a D2D user and the network coverage probability. For tractable analysis, we propose an approximation for the network coverage probability. The simulation results verify the accuracy of the proposed framework.
• Based on our proposed models, we analyze the effect of the different system parameters (i.e., height and transmit power of the drone and density and sensitivity radius of the D2D users) on the link coverage probability, the mean local delay of a D2D user and the network coverage probability.
• Our results demonstrate that a higher drone altitude provides better link and network coverage probabilities and lower mean local delay. Under practical setups, the cell edge user located 2 km from the ground projection of the drone has a link coverage probability around 90% after 5 time slots and a mean local delay of 2.32 time slots with a drone altitude as low as 200 m.
C. NOTATION AND PAPER ORGANIZATION
The following notation is used in this paper. Pr(·) indicates the probability measure and E[·] denotes the expectation operator. j is the imaginary number and Re[·] denotes the real part of a complex number. |·| is the Lebesgue measure, which is the area in a two-dimensional case.
dt is the Gaussian hypergeometric function. L X (s) = E[exp(−sX )] denotes the Laplace transform of a random variable X . A list of the main mathematical symbols employed in this paper is given in Table 1 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the system model and assumptions. Section III focuses on the link performance of a D2D user. Section IV details the analysis of the network coverage probability. Section V presents the results and the effect of the system parameters on the link performance and the network performance. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A drone-initiated D2D-aided multihop multicast network is considered in this paper, where an emergency alert message needs to be conveyed to all terrestrial D2D users under a public safety scenario. The terrestrial D2D users are assumed to be uniformly distributed over a disk network region S with radius R C , i.e., |S| = π R 2 C and their locations form a Poisson point process (PPP) φ with density λ inside S and 0 otherwise. Throughout the paper, we use X i to denote both the random location as well as the ith D2D user itself. We assume that the cellular network is unavailable or not operational, for instance, due to a natural disaster. A drone flies to the center of the network region and broadcasts an emergency alert message from a height of h, as shown in Figure 1 at the top of the next page. 1 Then the drone flies out of the network region and the terrestrial D2D users multicast the emergency alert message to each others using D2D links. For each inactive D2D user, it only receives the aggregate signal from the active D2D users residing in its sensitivity region which is generally a disk region with radius R D centered at the inactive user.
A. CHANNEL MODEL
It has been shown by the measurements that aerial links experience different channel characteristics comparing to terrestrial links [30] . The aerial links between the drone and the D2D users can be either LOS or non-line-of-sight (NLOS) with different probabilities of occurrence p L and p N , which are determined by altitude and type of the drone, elevation angle, type of propagation environment, density and height of buildings [31] .
The path-loss of the NLOS aerial link is greater than the LOS one, because of the shadowing effect and the reflection of signals from obstacles. Depending on the LOS or NLOS link between the drone and the D2D user, the path-loss of the aerial link with a three-dimensional propagation distance of z is modeled as [15] , [32] where α L and α N denote the path-loss exponent of LOS aerial link and NLOS aerial link respectively. η L and η N is the additional attenuation factor for LOS aerial link and NLOS aerial link respectively.
As for the small-scale fading, the aerial links are assumed to experience Nakagami-m fading with different fading parameters m L and m N for the LOS aerial link and the NLOS aerial link respectively. The aerial links also experience additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance σ 2 .
The path-loss of the terrestrial link between the D2D users with a propagation distance of is defined as −α T , where α T is the path-loss exponent. Furthermore, we assume the terrestrial links experience independent small-scale Rayleigh fading and AWGN with variance σ 2 .
B. TRANSMISSION MODEL
For the considered multihop multicast transmission scheme, time is slotted and the emergency alert message is delivered using multiple time slots to the D2D users on the ground through two phases.
1) DRONE BROADCASTING PHASE
In the first time slot T 0 , the drone broadcasts an emergency alert message to all terrestrial D2D users. At the end of the first time slot, terrestrial D2D users attempt to decode the message. User X i decodes successfully if and only if the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is greater than a threshold γ . The instantaneous SNR at the D2D user at the first time slot T 0 is given as
where P A is the transmit power of the drone. G is the aerial link fading power gain, which follows Gamma distribution. Z is the Euclidean distance between the drone and the terrestrial D2D user. The path-loss of the aerial link PL a (·) is given in (1).
2) D2D MULTICASTING PHASE
From the second time slot onwards, all D2D users that have successfully received the emergency alert message in the previous time slot become the active TXs and multicast the common message for the current time slot. Since the emergency alert message is a common message for all the terrestrial D2D users, there is no mutual interference between the D2D transmissions. The inactive D2D user is able to receive the aggregate signal from all the active neighbor D2D TXs within its sensitivity region with radius R D . As before, user X j decodes the non-coherent sum of message successfully and becomes active at the end of the current time slot if the received SNR is above the threshold γ . The delivery of the emergency alert message by the multihop multicast scheme is carried out by all the active D2D users through multiple time slots (for time slots T n , n = 0). Note that an inactive D2D user which does not decode the emergency alert message successfully in a particular time slot keeps trying to decode the message in the next time slots. Furthermore, we assume that mutual synchronization among the terrestrial D2D users is achieved by distributed synchronization algorithm and the terrestrial D2D users are static during the whole transmission [33] - [35] . SNR is an important measure that affects the state of the D2D user, whether being active (acting as a TX) or inactive (acting as a RX). For the considered setup, the instantaneous SNR at the inactive D2D user at the later time slots T n , n = 0 is shown as
where P D is the transmit power of the active D2D users. H i is the fading power gain between the inactive D2D user and the ith active D2D TX within its sensitivity region, which follows exponential distribution. The fading power gain H i is assumed to be independent during successive time slots. i is the Euclidean distance between the inactive D2D user and the ith active D2D TX within its sensitivity region.
III. LINK PERFORMANCE
In this section, we provide the mathematical formulations to analyze the link performance at the given D2D user, which incorporate the analysis of both phases. We are interested in the following two performance metrics that directly reflect the perceived experience of D2D users:
• Link coverage probability after time slot T n , P n cov (X i ): The link coverage probability after time slot T n measures VOLUME 8, 2020 the probability that the specific D2D user X i has successfully received the message after the given time slot.
• Mean local delay, D(X i ): The local delay is defined as the number of transmission attempts needed until the first success of message transmission. The mean local delay characterizes that the specific D2D user X i successfully receives the message after D(X i ) time slots on average. Before calculating these two metrics, we need to first look at the link success probability at each time slot which is defined as follows:
Definition 1: The link success probability at time slot T n is the probability that the received SNR at the D2D user X i is higher than the threshold γ . It can be expressed as
Theorem 1: Based on the system model in Section II, the link success probability at the first time slot T 0 is given as
After the first time slot T 0 , the drone leaves the network region and all D2D users that have successfully received the emergency alert message become the TXs and multicast the message. However, the network will be in outage if none of the D2D users has successfully received the message from the drone at the first time slot T 0 .
Theorem 2: Based on the system model in Section II, the network outage probability at the first time slot T 0 is given as
Proof: The network will be in outage if none of the D2D users has successfully received the message from the drone at the first time slot T 0 . From Theorem 1, we have
where (7a) follows from the probability generating functional for PPP. Substituting (5) into (7b), we can arrive at Theorem 2. Now let us assume there is at least one active D2D user broadcasting the message at time slot T n for n = 0, the inactive D2D user receives the message from all the active TXs within its sensitivity region. The following remark discusses the challenges and proposes solution for modeling the locations of the active D2D TXs.
Remark 1: After the first time slot T 0 , the positions of the active TXs within the sensitivity region of a D2D user X i are inhomogeneous. Their distribution changes with different time slots. Moreover, the locations of the active TXs at the current time slot is correlated with their locations in the previous time slots. However, it is very difficult to provide an exact model for the location of the active TXs inside the sensitivity region. Hence, for analytical tractability, we propose to model the locations of the active TXs as independently and uniformly distributed inside the D2D user X i 's sensitivity region at time slot T n . Note that independency refers to that the number of active TXs inside a D2D user's sensitivity region is independent of the number of active TXs inside another D2D user's sensitivity region. At time slot T 1 , the active TXs inside the D2D user X i 's sensitivity region have a density of λ 1 i = P 0 s (X i )λ. The density of the D2D users which are not active at
The active D2D TXs, including the D2D TXs that are active at time slot T 1 and the D2D TXs that become active after T 1 , will jointly transmit the message to user X i at time slot T 2 . Therefore, the accumulated density of the active TXs inside the D2D user X i 's sensitivity region at time slot T n for n = 2, 3, 4 . . . is λ n i = (P 0
The accuracy of this approximation will be validated in Section V by comparison with simulation results which is generated based on the exact system scenario rather than the approximated spatial model adopted in the analysis.
In this work, we adopt a numerical inversion method, which is easy to compute and also provides controllable error estimation [36] , [37] . By numerically inverting the Laplace transform of the aggregate received signal power via a trapezoidal summation, we can express the link success probability of D2D user X i at time slot T n for n = 0 as below
where Re[·] is the real part operator, s = (A+j2πc)P D 2γ σ 2 , L P n i (s) is the Laplace transform of the aggregate received signal power at the user X i , P n i = X j ∈φ active H j From (8), the key parameter in order to obtain the link success probability at time slot T n for D2D user X i is L P n i (s). By the definition of Laplace transform of a random variable, we can express L P n i (s) in the following theorem.
Theorem 3: Following the system model in Section II, the Laplace transform of the aggregate received signal power at the D2D user X i from all the active TXs inside its sensitivity region is given as (9) at the bottom of this page, where 2 F 1 (·, ·; ·; ·) is the Gaussian (or ordinary) hypergeometric function.
Proof: See Appendix B. Although the Laplace transform of the aggregate received signal power at the D2D user X i for R C − R D < X i R C cannot be expressed in close-form due to complexity of the inverse trigonometric functions which is inside the integration. However, it can be easily evaluated numerically using Mathematica.
Recall that the link coverage probability after time slot T n , P n cov (X i ) is defined as the probability that the D2D user X i has successfully received the message after n + 1 time slots, which is shown as follows:
Proposition 1: Based on the system model in Section II and the definition of the link coverage probability after time slot T n , we have
where P 0 s (X i ) is given in Theorem 1 and P k s (X i ) for k = 0 is given in (8) . P out is shown in Theorem 2.
We now turn to the delay metric. For the considered droneinitiated D2D-aided multihop multicast network, the local delay at the D2D user X i is a discrete random variable with a probability mass function as follows:
Hence the mean local delay is given by D(X i ) = E[D(X i )] = ∞ d=1 d Pr(D(X i ) = d) and the specific expression of the mean local delay is shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 2: Based on the system model in Section II, the mean local delay at the D2D user X i is given as
where P 0 s (X i ) is given in Theorem 1 and P n s (X i ) for n = 0 is given in (8) . P out is shown in Theorem 2.
IV. NETWORK PERFORMANCE
In the previous section, we have focused on the link performance where the distance between the D2D user and the ground projection of the drone is known. Now we turn to study the network performance charaterized by the network coverage probability after time slot T n . P n cov measures the average probability that a randomly chosen D2D user in the network has successfully received the message after time slot T n , in other words, it presents the fraction of active D2D TXs in the network after the given time slot.
Before looking into the network coverage probability, we first investigate the network success probability at time slot T n . To evaluate the network success probability, we need to calculate the expectancy of the link success probability over the spatial distribution of the distance between a D2D user and the ground projection of the drone. The expression of the network success probability is given as (13) Remark 2: To the best of our knowledge, it is not easy to evaluate the integration
2z sR 2 C L P n i (s)dz due to the nonclosed-form Laplace transform. We propose to make a simplification assumption that, from the second time slot onwards, a D2D user will become active if there is one or more active TXs multicasting the message within its sensitivity region. We show that this approximation allows tractable
VOLUME 8, 2020 computation of the network success probability at time slot T n for n = 0. Our results in Section V show that a good level of accuracy is obtained with this approximation. Lemma 1: Following the system model in Section II, the approximated link success probability for D2D user X i at time slot T n for n = 1, 2, 3 . . . is given as (14) at the bottom of this page, where
(1 − P l s (X i )))λ.
Proof: See Appendix C. Using the approximated link success probability above, we can express the approximated network success probability at time slot T n for n = 1, 2, 3 . . . as (15) shown at the bottom of this page, where
Proposition 3: Based on the system model in Section II, the network coverage probability after time slot T n is given as
where P 0 s is given in (13) and P k s is given in (15) . P out is shown in Theorem 2.
The key performance metrics are summarized in Table 2 .
V. RESULTS
In this section, we first validate the analytical results of both the link performance and the network performance and then discuss the design insights of a drone-initiated D2Daided multihop multicast network. The simulation results are obtained using system level computer simulations in Matlab based on the exact system scenario by averaging over 10 6 Monte Carlo simulation runs. We set A = 24, B = 20 and C = 30 in order to achieve an estimation error of 10 −10 . Unless stated otherwise, the values of the other parameters summarized in Table 3 are used. We set the values of α L , α N , η L , η N , m L and m N for urban environment. Note that the probability for local delay greater than 50 time slots is very small and negligible under the considered system parameters, so we only sum up from d = 2 to d = 50 in the calculation of the mean local delay in Proposition 2 for the results presented in this section.
To generate the results in this section, we adopt a widely used aerial channel model [31] , [38] , [39] . The LOS probability is given as p L = time slot T 5 , P 5 cov (X i ), against its distance from the ground projection of the drone with different transmit power of the drone respectively. The analytical results are obtained using Proposition 1. For both link coverage probabilities, the simulation results match very well with the analytical results with the maximum value of the relative absolute error, defined as |simulation value−analytical value| simulation value , less than 1.5%. This validates the accuracy of our analytical framework.
From Figure 2(b) , we can see that the link coverage probability at the D2D user close to the ground projection of the drone is very closed to 1 after time slot T 5 . Therefore, we focus on the link coverage probability at the cell edge D2D user, i.e., user located at 2 km from the ground projection of the drone. In the results presented later in this work, we investigate the effect of some important system parameters, the transmit power and the height of the drone and the density and the sensitivity radius of the D2D users, on the link coverage probability of the cell edge user. Figure 3 (a) plots the link coverage probability after time slot T n at the cell edge user located at 2 km from the ground projection of the drone for different drone transmit power with simulations. Figure 3(b) shows the mean local delay of a D2D user against its distance from the ground projection of the drone with different transmit power of the drone and simulations. Figure 3 (c) illustrates the network coverage probability after time slot T n for different transmit power of the drone with simulations. From Figures 3(a) and 3(b) , we can see that our analytical results for link performance provide a good approximation to the simulation. The small gap between them comes from two reasons: (i) ignorance of the inhomogeneity of the active TXs inside the D2D user's sensitivity region, and (ii) ignorance of the correlation between the locations of active D2D TXs across different time slots, as discussed in Remark 1. From the figures, we can see that the gap between the simulation and the analytical results is small with a maximum relative absolute error less than 2.2% which validates the assumption made in Remark 1. Figure 3 (c) also shows that the approximation we made in Remark 2 in the analysis of the network performance provides good accuracy. We only show the numerical results in the later subsections, since the numerical results are verified by comparison with the simulation.
B. IMPACT OF DRONE TRANSMIT POWER
Insights: Figure 3 (a) shows that the increase in the drone transmit power improves the link coverage probability of the cell edge user. With a higher transmit power of the drone, the link coverage probability of the cell edge user approaches 1 faster. From Figure 3(b) , we can see that the benefit of increasing transmit power of the drone is more significant for the D2D users further away from the ground projection of the drone than for the ones closer to the ground projection of the drone. Figure 3 (c) illustrates that a higher drone transmit power provides a higher network coverage probability. With a higher transmit power of the drone, the network coverage probability approaches 1 using less time slots. This is because that more D2D users successfully receive the message after the first time slot T 0 if the drone broadcasts with a higher transmit power. Therefore, there are more active D2D users which multicast the message from the second time slot T 1 onwards and the message spreads over the network region more quickly.
C. IMPACT OF DRONE HEIGHT
In Figure 4 (a), Figure 4 (b) and Figure 4(c) , we investigate the effect of deployment height of the drone on the link coverage probability at the cell edge user, the mean local delay of a D2D user and the network coverage probability after time slot T n respectively.
Insights: Figure 4(a) shows the link coverage probability after time slot T n at the cell edge user located at 2 km from the ground projection of the drone for different drone height. From this figure, we can see that the link coverage probability of the cell edge user after certain time slots is higher if the drone is deployed at a higher altitude at the first time slot T 0 . With a higher altitude of the drone, the link coverage probability of the cell edge user approaches 1 after less time slots. Figure 4(b) plots the mean local delay of a D2D user against its distance from the ground projection of the drone with different height of the drone. The figure shows that the increase of the deployment height of the drone decreases the mean local delay more significantly for the D2D users further away from the ground projection of the drone than for the ones closer to the ground projection of the drone. Although the signal propagates a longer distance as the height of the drone rises, there is higher probability that the link between the drone and the user around the cell edge is in LOS and thus experiences a lower path-loss. Figure 4 (c) illustrates the network coverage probability after time slot T n for different deployment height of the drone. From the figure, we can find that a higher drone altitude provides a higher network coverage probability. The network coverage probability approaches 1 using less time slots when the drone is initially positioned at a higher height. This is because, if the drone is at a higher altitude, more D2D users around the cell edge receive the message and become active TX after the first time slot T 0 and the message spreads over the network region faster.
In order to further illustrate the advantage of using the drone in seeding the common emergency alert message, we consider a traditional D2D multicast multihop network where the common message is initially broadcasted by a D2D user located at the center of the network region on the ground. The numerical results for this special case can be obtained using our framework with some modifications. We find that the network coverage probability in this case reaches 88.75% after time slot T 1000 . By comparison, from Figure 4 (c), we can see that if the multihop multicasting is initiated by a drone deployed at h = 200 m, the network coverage probability is over 90% after only time slot T 1 . This demonstrates the enormous advantage of exploiting the inherent mobility feature of drone communication, i.e., the drone can be deployed at a suitable height, to assist common information dissemination in D2D networks.
D. IMPACT OF D2D USER DENSITY
We study the impact of the density of D2D users on the link coverage probability at the cell edge user, the mean local delay of a D2D user and the network coverage probability after time slot T n in Figure 5 Insights: Figure 5 (a) illustrates the link coverage probability after time slot T n at the cell edge user located at 2 km from the ground projection of the drone for different D2D user density. Figure 5 (b) plots the mean local delay of a D2D user against its distance from the ground projection of the drone with various D2D user density. Figure 5(c) shows the network coverage probability after time slot T n for different density of D2D users.
From Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5 (c), we can see that after a given number of time slots, the link coverage probability of the cell edge user and the network coverage probability are higher if the D2D user density is higher. Figure 5 (b) demonstrates that the mean local delay of a D2D user at 2 km from the ground projection of the drone decreases from 4.736 time slots to 1.806 time slots, when the density of the D2D users increases from 10 per km 2 to 100 per km 2 . With a higher density of D2D users, there are more D2D users in the cell that have received the message successfully and more active TXs located inside the D2D user's sensitivity region. So the message is delivered to the cell edge user within fewer time slots.
E. IMPACT OF D2D SENSITIVITY RADIUS
In Figure 6 (a), Figure 6 (b) and Figure 6 (c), we evaluate the effect of the radius of D2D sensitivity region on the link coverage probability at the cell edge user after time slot T n , the mean local delay of a D2D user and the network coverage probability after time slot T n respectively.
Insights: Figures 6(a) and 6(c) show the link coverage probability at the cell edge user located at 2 km from the ground projection of the drone and the network coverage probability after time slot T n for different radius of D2D sensitivity region. From these two figures, we can find that the link coverage probability of the cell edge user and the network coverage probability after a given number of time slots are higher if the D2D sensitivity region has a larger radius. This is because, there are more active TXs located inside the D2D user's sensitivity region if the radius is higher. Figure 6 (b) plots the mean local delay of a D2D user versus its distance from the ground projection of the drone with different radius of D2D sensitivity region. The figure shows that the increase of D2D sensitivity radius drops the mean local delay more significantly for the D2D users further away from the ground projection of the drone than for the ones closer to the ground projection of the drone. This is because, with a larger D2D sensitivity radius, the message multicasted by the active TXs located closer to the ground projection of the drone reaches the cell edge user within fewer hops.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered a drone-initiated D2D-aided multihop multicast network in public safety scenarios, where an emergency alert message is broadcasted by the drone and then multicasted by the D2D users which have successfully received the message through multihop. A general analytical framework for link coverage probability and mean local delay for a D2D user was presented in terms of the link success probability, the network outage probability and the Laplace transform of the aggregate received signal power. An approximate and yet accurate analytical model was proposed for link success probability, network success probability and network coverage probability. The accuracy of the analytical results was verified by simulations. The results showed that the link performance and the network performance improve by raising the deployment altitude and the transmit power of the drone and increasing the density and the sensitivity radius of the D2D users. Future work can consider that the drone broadcasts the message above any random location in the network region.
APPENDIXES APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
From (2) and (4), we have
where (17a) comes from the fact that the aerial link between the drone and the D2D user has a probability p L of being in LOS and a probability p N of being in NLOS, respectively. Using the fact that the fading power gain for the LOS and NLOS aerial link, G L and G N follows Gamma distribution with parameters m L and m N respectively, (17b) can be worked out by the complementary cumulative distribution function of Gamma distribution and we can arrive at Theorem 1.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Following the definition of the Laplace transform, the Laplace transform of the aggregate received signal power distribution at the D2D user X i is expressed as Conditioned on the location of the D2D user X i , there are two possible cases for L P n i (s). When X i R C − R D , the Laplace transform of the aggregate received signal power distribution at the D2D user equals to
where (19a) follows the probability generating functional of PPP and (·) in (19b) denotes the complete Gamma function. Using the fact that H follows an exponential distribution, (19c) can be worked out by taking the expectation over H .
2 F 1 (·, ·; ·; ·) is the Gaussian (or ordinary) hypergeometric function.
When R C − R D < X i R C , the Laplace transform of the aggregate received signal power distribution at the D2D user is given as
where the first term A 1 corresponds to the D2D active TXs falling at the ring with radius from 0 to R C −X i and the second term A 2 corresponds to the D2D active TXs falling at the arc with angle 2ω and radius from R C − X i to R D as shown in Figure 7 . Using cosine rule, ω = arcsec
can be evaluated follow similar step as in (19c). The second term A 2 is evaluated as
where (21) comes from the fact that H follows exponential distribution with unit mean. Combining (19c), (20) and (21), we can arrive at Theorem 3.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Following the simplification assumption we made in Remark 2, the approximated link success probability for D2D user X i at T n for n = 1, 2, 3 . . . is expressed as P n s (X i ) = 1−Pr(N (B i ) = 0) = 1−exp(−λ n i |B i |), (22) where B i is the bounded sensitivity region of D2D user X i and N (B i ) is a random counting measure that counts the number of points falling in B i . For a homogeneous PPP, N (B i ) has a special case as shown above. |·| denotes the Lebesgue measure, which is the area in a two-dimensional case. Therefore, the key is to compute the area of the bounded sensitivity region of D2D user X i , |B i |. From Figure 8 , we can see that there are two different cases based on the location of the D2D user X i . When X i R C −R D , the bounded sensitivity region B i forms a circle with radius R D . Hence, its area equals to
When R C −R D < X i R C , the bounded sensitivity region B i becomes an irregular ellipse. Using trigonometry, we can find that the area of B i can be evaluated as
Substituting (23) and (24) into (22), we can arrive at Lemma 1.
